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ABSTRACT 

The tlwory of J\ln10:-1l Periodic Functions was created hy Bohr in 

1924. In 19GO three ({.ussian mal.lwrnaicians J\ntonovski i, Holtyanskii and 

Sarymsakov introduced a 1ww sp:tc:l~ known :rn tupological scmifield and 

for the first time Iseki[4] intl~rpreted some results on almost periodicity 

on topological semifield. 

In the present paper we have generalized some results of 

Gottschalk, Reddy, and Bagley, R.W on almost periodicity in context with 

topological semifield. 

In this paper, we shall consider some results on almost periodic 

transformations in a metric space over a topological semi field [l]. 

Definition. Ifwe consider a setFofuniformly continuous transformations 

defined on the real line, then a transformation f of Fwill be called almost 

periodic if to each positive number E there corresponds a positive inte~:ur 

/,,so great Uu1t. among each/, successive positive integct·s then~ is an 

integer N satisfying 

I/ N (x) -·· /(:x.) I c:, · '" x "" 
I ,et; X b(~ n metric spuco over a topological m~mi field fl. Let p bo Urn 

metric dofinod on X. Lot 'l'bo topological group and /be a mapping 

defined by 

l: Xx T ~ X such that f (x,t) = xt (t£T) for xc.X. 

We write/ (x) in place off (x,t). We shall also suppose that the group 

{ (: t£T} is a transformation group. We assume that Tis generative and 

let S be a replete semi group [2] in T. 
Definition. A subset B of Tis said to be S syndetic [3] if there exists a 

compact subset K of T such that Sc BK. 
Definition. A transformation group { t: t £ T} is said to be S-almost. 

periodic if for each neighborhood (nbd) U of 0 in R and for each s in 8, 
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thcl'c (:xistH :1 cornp:1cL Hui>scL ](of'/' such that citlwr of' UH' l'ollowi11g 

conditiotrn an· '';ll i,.:fic:d: 

i) p ( /"(x), /'/x)) E l1 for l:ach /.aX, xr.X. 

ii) p (1, /'· (.x)) l'. ll f'or l:ach hr/\, xrX 

Definition. 'I'll(' trnm:l'orma(.ion group Tis discretely almoHt IH'riodic if' 
and only if' t.11<· l.1·;111::il.ivc: group rt: t.r'I? is totally bounded in its space: 

inclux u11if'orn1il.y. 

Theorem. J ,l'L S 11(' :1 111dric space over a topological semi field/( 

Then Llw 1'11ll11wi1w. prnposit.ions arc equivalent: 

l) (/: /.r '/'/is ,'-,'.;dmost periodic, 

2) {/':Ir '/'/is cl ic:crdP ly :ii most pc:riod ic, 

~l) '!'he L1·;rnc;forinnt.io11 grnup {(':sc 8/ is totally bounded 

hy t.lw nnt.urnl Lopologyof'thc mctricspaceXoverthe 

topo]ogic;\] S(:flll field/{. 

Proof. (1)~ (2) : 'l'o prove {/:le'!? is discretely almost periodic, it is 

sufficient to show that {/'':si:: 8} is totally bounded. 

Let Ube a nbd of 0 in R. Tn ke a nbd V of 0 in R such that V+ Ve U. Since 

{f': iE T} is S-almost periodic, there erists a compact subset]{ of T such 

that p (f '' (x),f' (s))£ U for some he]{ and for each s£ S (xcX) . Since the 

mapping f: XxT ~ Xis uniformly continuous, therefore applying the \ 

theorem 5 of(4] for the compact setK, {f": hi:,K} is equi-continuous and is 

Lob I ly bounded also. Hence there exists a finite set P of]{ such that 

p ( f'' (x). /
1
"(.x))c V for some p£ P, 1~£ K (xcX). Thus for each s£ S, hcK and 

pc I'. WP have 

p ( /'' (x), f "(r)) << p ( / '' (x), f '"(x)) + p ( f" (x), f "(.x)) 

E\/+\/clf. 
which shows LlwL {(: /.f '!'} ic: dic:cn-!A:ly S-al111os(. periodic. 

(2) ~ (:3): It is obviouH by Llw definition of discretely S-almost periodic 

function. 

(:3)~ (4): For a given nbd U of 0 in R, we choose a nbd VofO in R such 

that V+V +Ve U. 
Since (f' : s£ S} is totally bounded, there exists a finite subset P of T such 

that 

p ( f" (x), /5(x))£ V for s£ Sand for some pr. P (xs-Y). 

We select a nbd W of 0 in R such that p (x,y) £ W implies 

p ( f" (x), [5(y))£ V for x, y£ X. 



We shall show that p (.Y,y)r. Wimplics 

p ( /'" (x), f'(.y))r U. 
Let p (x,y)r Wand Id srS. We selucL J>i'. />such that 

p (/'' (x), f'(x))E V. 

Thus l'or p (x,y) c W n11d for some .scS, we have 

p ( /" (x), f'(.y)) << p (/' (x), /''(x)) + p (t' (x),t'(y)) + p (/' 1
' (.y), ('(.y)) 

cV+V+Vc U, 
which shows th:it {(': sr Si i1' uniformly equicontinuous. 

7!l 

Thcoren1 l 51. Ld .. \' lw 11 llll'Lric space over a topologic:a I scm i field R. IC 
ft: le'/'} Ii<~ an ah<•li:111 t.rnm:f'onnation group dcfi1wd on X and is almost 

periodic, then a· 1
: IT'/'/ is cquiconl.inuous. 

Remark: rt: /,c 'O is H:tid Lo I><! (!qui continuous at. xrX, if for ever nhd u 
of 0 in R, there is a 11/Ji/. V of 0 in U such Lh:i l. p (x,y)c Vi mp lies 

p ( f 1(x),f
1
(.y)) c U for all/. F 7'. 

If rt: le J~1 is equi continuous at each point ofX, then 

rt: tc T} is said to be cqui continuous on X. 

Proof of Theorem. Let U he a nbd of 0 in R. Select a nbd V of 0 in R 

such that V+V+VcU. 

since rt· tc 'n is almost periodic, there exists a compact subset K of T and 

a set A of T such that T =AK and 

p (x, r (x))c V for each acA and xc:X. 

Since [{is compact therefore {f 11
: hE [{}is equi continuouH, thus for all 

x,ycX :md for each nhd V of 0 in R there exiHLs n/Jd W of 0 in il 8uch that 

p (x,,y) c Wimpli<'H 

p (f"(x),/' 1
'(y)) r V(!t c !\). 

Now for tc'/'thoro are clcnwnLH ar ;\and In'./( Hll('h Llwt /. uk Honco for 

p (x,y)c W, we have 

P <t(x),t(.y) = p (["
11
(x),f ""(.y) 

P (f 1
w(x),f''°(y)) 

<< P (l
1
"'(x),f"(x) + p (lk(x)Jk(y) +p (f 11 (.y)J

1
w(y)) 

cV+V+Vc U. 

Hence the proof is completed. 
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